SYSPRO ShopClock captures employee data in real-time quickly and accurately, using touch
screens, keyboards or scanning technology. Our latest version is even easier to use on the
Shop Floor with a streamlined administration tool to help supervisors and administrators.
We have also updated our logo!

What’s New

What’s New?
Easier to use on the Shop Floor
Better visibility throughout your Shop Floor
Ensure Shop Floor employees view new jobs from SYSPRO when they’re ready for them, by configuring the
frequency at which suggested jobs are refreshed from SYSPRO
Capture work center information against non-productive shift rules for employee breaks
 Post materials (kit issues) through to SYSPRO when logging off from an operation (configurable option)


Better customization
ShopClock windows can be resized to be more responsive to the device used at each workstation
 Flexibility with the Window of Time group selection view which can now be set to either “all, none, single or
multiple groups”
Secure employees access to information by disabling Window of Time and Shop Floor display on the ShopClock
client per workstation
Ability to disable FastClock for workstations where this is not needed – not all workstations should have the ability
to quickly log on/off
Improved overtime handling
Greater visibility of your costs through additional flexibility while defining overtime rules for a work shift.
Configure overtime hours and rates per day and/or week

New streamlined Administration tool
Administration is now maintained in one easy-to-use console - the new SYSPRO ShopClock Administrator
The Administrator window size can be customized

be responsive to different workstations screen sizes
Easily disable seasonal or past employees by flagging them as “inactive” in ShopClock –preventing their access to
the system
Setup a test environment by disabling Labor/Material posting to SYSPRO in a quick manner
Troubleshooting is now easier than ever including:
Viewing all transactions and their statuses in the new transaction viewer (this was stored in log files in
previous versions)
Viewing all client connections from both the Client and the Administrator. The ShopClock Administrator can
now be used to disconnect a session
Transaction history is now retained for editing for up to 35 days




Architectural changes
All SYSPRO ShopClock data is now stored in SQL tables.

For customers still on C-ISAM, SQL Express can be used
Standard reports now use SYSPRO Reporting Services (SRS) and can easily be customized using your SRS skills
SYSPRO ShopClock now supports connecting through SYSPRO WCF services

